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The Seven Bridges of Königsberg 

Today, we shall embark on a detour into the murky waters of mathematical history. (Oh, the 
rivalries one can find there! Thankfully, today’s focus will be peaceful by all possible means. As long 
as you do not mind walking.) 

In the eighteenth century, the German town of Königsberg (today’s Russian Kaliningrad) lay on 
both banks of the river Pregel (‘Seven Bridges of Königsberg’). In the middle of this river were two 
islands, connected to each other or the mainland by a total of seven bridges. (See the image below.) 
A fun game was devised in connection with these two bridges. People would try to walk around the 
two islands and the two banks, crossing each bridge exactly once. Somehow, this seemed to be an 
impossible task! However, the mathematical truth which lay behind this problem remained veiled 
until in 1736, the mathematician Leonhard Euler turned his attention to it, and, as was the case with 
Euler on several occasions back then, solved it. He did so by proving that the task was, indeed, 
impossible. Let us follow in his footsteps. 

We must first realise that the four masses of land can be simplified to points and the seven bridges 
to lines connecting these points according to the layout in real life. Seeing as there exist formal 
equivalents of these terms, we might as well introduce them now. Let us call the points “vertices” and 
the lines “edges”. Those vertices which have an odd number of edges are then odd vertices, and those 
vertices with an even number are even vertices. Analysing the graph below, you can easily count that 
each of our four vertices is odd. 

Now, let us return to the journey across all the edges we would like to take, visiting vertices along 
the way. Is such a hypothetical journey even possible? Well, no. Think about it. If you want to enter 
a vertex and leave it, too, you have to walk across two of the edges of that vertex. Hence, for each 
vertex which is not your beginning or end vertex, you will cross an even number of its edges. (If the 
first and last vertex you visit is the same, the number of edges for that vertex you cross will also be 
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even. However, if the first vertex is different from the last, you will cross an odd number of edges for 
the first and last vertices, for, for one, you will leave once without coming, and, for the other, you will 
enter once without leaving.) However, in our situation, we have not two, but four odd vertices. What 
had baffled people for years was, indeed, impossible! 

If you are like me, you will have, by now, put it on your bucket list to visit Kaliningrad and try 
out the impossibility of this beautiful graph-theoretic task on your own. (For Euler’s experience gave 
birth to the area of Mathematics we call Topology, of which Graph Theory is part. The characteristic 
the graph representing the seven bridges and four masses of land did not have was that of the 
possibility of either a Eulerian path being drawn through it – crossing each edge only once – or a 
Eulerian cycle being drawn through it – crossing each edge only once and ending up on the same 
vertex.) In that case, I must disappoint you. Since 1736, only two of the former seven bridges remain, 
and several others have been built. That is what you call a missed opportunity in tourism. 
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